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Scope of work based on Deloitte’s international services –
instigating sustainable innovation for future growth
Deloitte approaches
Sustainability &
Innovation by…


Delivering integrated core
offerings



Providing an international network
of more than 750 sustainability
experts (US, UK, Europe, Asia)



Pooling insight and experience
from our Consulting, Tax, Audit &
Risk Services, and Financial
Advisory functions



Addressing the various
components of the wholly
sustainable enterprise, including a
specific focus on innovation

…with the goal of assisting our
clients with enhancing
stakeholder value through
improved environmental,
operational and social
performance.

Sustainability & Climate
Change Strategy

Sustainability Governance &
Risk Intelligence

Developing a roadmap to help
address sustainability issues in
support of business objectives

Developing strategies and governance to
address sustainability and climate
related risks

Energy & Natural
Resource Management

Human Capital &
Stakeholder Engagement for
Sustainability

Managing energy, natural resource
consumption, and emissions within
sustainable limits

Strategic communications and
organizational design to engage
employees in sustainability initiatives

Sustainable Operations
& Supply Chain

IT for
Sustainability

Integrating sustainability throughout
supply chains, product lifecycles, and
internal operations

Information management capabilities
to enable sustainability strategies,
programs, and reports

Sustainability Reporting,
Assurance, & Compliance
Collecting and reporting data in
compliance with laws, regulations,
and stakeholder expectations
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Sustainable Innovation
Create business opportunities
focused on sustainable value. Using
Fast, Innovator or Growth Track
methodologies.

The scale of the sustainability challenge – No ‘business as usual’
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Dimensions for a sustainability & innovation framework

Input:
- macro trends
- academic world
- global governance
- global activism

Applicability:
- local
- regional
- international

Players:
- companies (chains)
- politics
- academics
- citizens/community
- consumers
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Growth Model (ec.)
Degradation (env.)
Well-being (soc.)

Measurement
Indicators
Success
Learning
Vision, Mission and
Strategy

Bottom-of-the pyramid
- development
- market access
- cultural differences
- needs

Values,
Leadership,
Talent

Products
Processes
Programs
Systems

Cradle to Cradle
- life cycle effects
- technical/process
- collaboration
- SC management

Governance
- management and behavior
- transparency
- reporting
- building trust

Partnerships
(Social) Networking

Business
Models

Ambitions:
- systemic change
- choice
- quality of life
- qualitative growth
- keep biodiversity
- holistic succes
measurement
- peace and stability
- balanced and fair
development
-…

Future of the corporation
Social Entrepreurism
Source: R. Thurm, GC Conference 2009
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The 26 likely objections towards sustainable innovation
1. Other priorities
Too busy… Not strategic… No pressure from important people… Too hard to change… Tired of

this stuff… Personal credibility issue… Sounds like business as usual
2. Fear of backlash
Don’t want to blow own horn… Green-washing risk… Would open the floodgates… Guilt-byassociation… Skeletons in our closet… Lose competitive advantage
3. Weak business case
Doing enough already… What’s in it for me?… Too long-term… Perverse subsidies… Payback

criteria… Insulting to suggest we missed it… Too good to be true
4. Mindset
What problems?… Anti-capitalistic… Government’s problem… Compliance mentality/Negative
baggage… Not hearing anything about it … No MBA legitimacy
Source: Bob Willard
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Sustainability Fast Tracks, Innovator Tracks and Growth Tracks are
the basic designs to prepare for a sustainable future

Revenue

The level of innovation should match an organization’s strategic goals, objectives and available resources

Growth
track
(long term)

Super growth outside traditional business

Innovator
track
(medium
term)

Grow your traditional business

Secure your
traditional business

Fast-track
(short term)
Decline without innovation

TODAY

Sustainable new products, services or processes
– Create new changes in the market
– Fast implementation of innovations
– Realize renewing of the market
– Alliance with partners
– Cross collaboration
Sustainable modifications to existing portfolio
– Doing things sustainably better
– Further developing current strengths
– Adapt to changing environment
– Capitalize on current assets
– Extend running product life cycles

Time

We distinguish three levels of innovation. A balanced mix
of these levels is vital to ensure today and future growth
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Sustainable new business model
– Create the future market: radical innovation
– Invest in future chances
– Create new business models
– Alliance with strategic partners

•
•
•
•
•

What is your growth ambition?
What will you achieve with your current organization?
Where is your biggest need?
What’s your risk appetite ?
What is your innovation challenge?

Connecting Sustainability and Innovation for Future Growth
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Embedding Sustainability – Serious Gaming
Deloitte Business Simulation Game
The game is developed around dilemmas and scenarios with a
variety of business themes. It includes various features:
• Innovative Look ‘n Feel
• Interactive state-of-the-art interface
Strategic setup
• Selection of business model (B2B, B2C)
• Definition of company strategy & risk profile
• Allocation of company budget
Challenging Gameplay
• Balancing performance by addressing issues & opportunities
• KPIs on triple bottom-line (People, Planet, Profit)
• Dynamic scenarios based on decisions made in the game
Flexible Technology
• Fully web-based access
• Multi-player facility
• Option to drill down into game performance
• Configurable economic climate
• Customizable content to meet specific needs

Flexible Use
• Awareness-building
• Leadership development
• Stakeholder inclusiveness
• Recruitment and retention
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Embedding Sustainability – Sustainability Fast Track

Sustainable modifications to existing portfolio
– Doing things sustainably better
– Further developing current strengths
– Adapt to changing environment
– Capitalize on current assets
– Extend running product life cycles

EXAMPLES
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Connecting – The Katerva Challenge
• Deloitte evaluates the business models and viability of the 100
best solutions every year. Those models have already passed
environmental, social and technical assessments.
• Those ideas that are carrying the potential of being ‘game
changers’ will be put forward to the Katerva winner’s panel.
• Deloitte can match the potential of these solutions with its knowhow of industries and facilitate, explore and develop innovative
new co-creations.
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Exploring – Sustainability Innovator Track

Sustainable new products, services or
processes
– Create new changes in the market
– Fast implementation of innovations
– Realize renewing of the market
– Alliance with partners
– Cross collaboration

3 wks

5 wks

Sustainable
Innovation
Strategy

Prepare for Innovator
Track

Brainstorm café’s

tbd

1st Council
selection

Internal brainstorms
Innovation carousel

2 wks

Post, discuss, and
sharpen ideas
on an Innovation
Portal

2nd Council
selection

Innovator weekTM

Realization
phase

DeepdiveTM
.....
Getting organized
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Visioning – Sustainability Growth Track
Sustainable new business models
– Create the future markets: radical
innovation
– Invest in future chances
– Create new business models
– Alliance with strategic partners
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Examples of earlier Innovation Growth Track Speakers
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Visioning – The Zeronauts Agenda
•

We live in a resource-constraint world. Our natural system’s ability to serve and absorbe is reaching it’s limits. This in consequence leads to
increasing social risks and even more volatile poltical climates. The corridor for corporate action is becoming smaller. However, opportunities
do exist for co-created business models ensuring the creation of shared value.

•

Volans and Deloitte believe that there is a need to create a baseline of what industries need to achieve all together, namely zero impact
growth. This vision asks for coordinated approaches between industries and an understanding of their roles and responsibilities, while
opening up new corridors for business development and new markets.

•

We are NOT advocating for ‘no growth’ (as that too would not be sustainable), we are asking for a change of perspective: we need a new
paradigm, underpinning new mindsets and tools to survive and thrive in the twenty-first century. We need to move from a fundamentally
unsustainable path to a fundamentally more sustainable one.

•

The ZERONAUTS agenda, to explore solutions towards a zero-impact growth process, targets a new world of almost
infinite possibility, and is facilitated by Deloitte Innovation and John Elkington, a world authority on corporate responsibility and
sustainable development.

As a summary: the Zeronauts agenda is one answer to the appetite of more and more companies to work in multi-industry-, paradigmand outcome-focused platforms that can really deliver transformative action. It will be built step-by-step and can scale up over time.
Participating companies are invited to inspire many others and together become the advocates for systemic change.

FROM

TO

Sustainability as corporate
social responsibility

Sustainability as a primary lens
for strategy and innovation

(the license to operate)

(the license to grow)

Unchanged Growth Paradigm

Zero Impact Growth Paradigm
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The necessity of a common journey towards zero impact growth

Organizational
Zeronauts

Strategic Approach
(Academic/ Science)
•

• Sustainable Capitalism
• Environmental Economics
• Bio-based economy
• Behavioral Economics

•
•

From Efficiency to
Effectivity  Strategy
Zero targeting
Social Purpose

Cracking the 1-Earth Code
Towards a 1-Earth Paradigm

Macroeconomic
Approach
• Beyond GDP
• New Indicator Systems
• Global Governance
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• 1-Earth
• 1-Earth
• 1-Earth
• 1-Earth
• 1-Earth

Citizens
Corporations
Cities
Countries
Civilizations

Enlightened Individuals
& Society
• LOHAS
• Open source developments
• Educational initiatives
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The Zeronauts Symposium, June 5, 2012, Rotterdam
powered by Deloitte and Volans
Walk-in lunch (12.00 – 13.00)
How Zeronauts break the sustainability barrier (Keynote speech) | Plenum | 13.00 – 14.00

Introduction by Deloitte CEO
Book launch and introduction with John Elkington
Examples of arising Zeronauts (moderated panel discussion) | Plenum | 14.00 – 15.15
Measuring towards zero impact
Business modeling towards zero impact growth
Innovation towards zero impact growth by co-creation
Societal purpose of the financial market

Break | 15.15 – 15.45
Breakouts | Workshop session | 4 Groups| 16.00 – 17.15
Innovative measurement methodologies for Zeronauts
Innovative products and services for Zeronauts
Collaborative and participative approaches for Zeronauts
Leadership innovation for becoming a Zeronaut
Plenary summaries | Plenum (17.15 – 18.30)
Key findings of each group in response | Next steps.  How are we going to work together from here on? | Echo by John
Elkington | Wrap-up (Moderator) | Dinner (18.30 -20.00)
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Contact
‘Sustainability is the primary moral and
economic imperative for the 21st
Century and it is one of the most
important sources of both opportunities
and risks for businesses’
(King III report, 2009)

‘Over the long haul of life on this planet,
it is the ecologists, and not the
bookkeepers of business, who are the
ultimate accountants’
(Stewart Udall)

‘We are treating this planet like a
company in liquidation’
(Al Gore)
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